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*           *           *           *          *           *                   
 
 

1.0 TASK    
 

 To Manufacture Oxygen (O2) on  the Earth's surface by a combination of Air 
Separation;  or by Air Separation & Electrolysis of Fresh Water. 

 

 Deliver the O2 to the Mid-Stratosphere, at the lower edge of the Ozone (O3) Layer. 
 
 Release the Oxygen, at that level of the upper Atmosphere so it can diffuse through-

out & migrates into the Ozone layer above it.                                                                                             
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2.0 LOGISTICS 

 Amount of O2 required.........................................................................     6,000,000  tonnes 
 
 Amount of Fresh Water Required to make the O2    
      with Electrolysis only............................................................................     7,000,000  tonnes 
      (an expanse of water 1870m sq.  x  2 m deep)                                              (7,000,000  m3) 
 
 Amount of  H2 produced with Electrolysis...................................     1,000,000  tonnes 
 
 Amount of Air required to make the O2 by the Air 
      Separation method only........................................................................  28,600,000  tonnes  
      (out of 5.5 quadrillion tonnes) 

  
 Time-frame for the Delivery..................................................................    ASAP it can be done.  
      (Depending on the Cost spread, the time frame could be slow, medium, or fast.) 

                                 

                                   Fast:               5  years   (getting the O2 up in a continuous program).         
                                   Slow:     15-20  years   (allowing for Review time).  
 

  The Time-frame also depends on how many locations operate concurrently to   
       introduce the Oxygen into the upper Atmosphere; & 
 
 How much results & effects evaluation time is needed during the program.     

 
             The Oxygen resources are readily available. 
 
 
 
 

3.0 METHODOLOGY 
              There are two methodologies that come to mind: 
  
                    1.   Hop  &  Pop                                                           2.   Pump  &   Dump                            
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              Method 1   -   Hop & Pop 

 The problem with this method is that standard transport aircraft don't have the 
altitude ceiling required. 

 There are a range of Jet engines available that can do the altitude. Both old & new. 
 The task would be suitable for a transport & or converted passenger Jet if it was 

cost effective to re-engine them & do the necessary (extensive) airframe re-design. 
 It would be possible to design & develop a totally new Plane, but the cost & time 

required is considered prohibitive. 
 There are Military aircraft with the altitude capability, & in the case of Bombers, 

              enough payload capacity. - Present Aircraft don't have  
              the performance unless there is something that can do 
              better than the commonly available (unclassified) info 
              says, & which could be easily adapted.  Such aircraft  
              are available in numbers both from the US & FSU.    

 There are two(2) older aircraft with the performance: 
                  
                 -   The American  B1 (Lancer)  (right)    
                      This plane in theory has a payload capacity of 
                       60 tonnes & service ceiling of 60,000 ft.   
 

                                   -   The Mig 25 (Foxbat)  Ye155 R3  (below ) 
                                        This recon derivative has a 5 tonne fuel nacelle    
                                        with the possibility for adaption. This plane has another 31 tonnes payload 
                                        apart from the fuel pod. 
                                        Service ceiling 67,000 ft. 
                                        (gets there in 2 mins 49sec).   
                                        Holds high altitude record - 
                                        123,500 ft). 
                                        Suits smaller payload (10t +)                                                                      (both images - Wikipedia) 
                                        & fast multiple sorties.    (90 mins turn-a-round, or better) 
 

 Other possibilities for rebuilding: 
                                  -   Concorde  (32 tonnes payload  -  service ceiling 70,000 ft) 
                                  -   Tupolov T-144  (Concorde copy, but much bigger, but crashed a lot) 
                                  -   US Valkyrie Bomber  (Prototype - not considered a serious contender) 
 
 
                  The methodology:  To build Oxygen Air Separation Plants in different locations and do  
                  multiple short haul flights to altitude, release the O2 & return to ground. 
                  (The Flight plan has issues). 
 

  
  Time to complete 6 million Tonnes *            350 days/yr 

p/load t 
 

 5  sorties per   a/c per d / yr   6d - 50 wks 3hr turn-around - 6 d/wk 

net  O2 sorties 1 aircraft  10 aircraft 20 aircraft 50 aircraft  100 aircraft  

10 600,000 343 yrs 34.3 yrs 17.1 yrs 6.86 yrs 3.43 
20 300,000 171 yrs 17.1 yrs 8.6 yrs 3.42 yrs 1.71 
30 200,000 115 yrs 11.5 yrs 5.57 yrs 2.3 yrs 1.15 
40 150,000 86 yrs 8.6 yrs 4.3 yrs 1.72 yrs 0.86 
50 120,000 69 yrs 6.9 yrs 3.45 yrs 1.38 yrs 0.69 

  * spare aircraft not incl.  
          

                        An advantage with this system is it could be put anywhere to make distribution in  
                   the Ozone Layer more diverse, & it does not depend on being near Water. 
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             Method 2   -   Pump & Dump 
 Very expensive Aircraft costs are avoided (build & ops.), as well as long 

development & manufacture times.  
 Multiple locations are also possible to aid the dispersion patterns.  
 Deployment: Lower Tech. Quick, Cheap, Self-contained, Modular, Mobile & Green. 
 Suitable for long aerial deployment.   (one hopes) 
 Should be easily repeated anytime.     

 
                  The methodology:   

1. Build an Oxygen Air Separation Plant & a Fresh Water Electrolysis Plant side by side 
at a high altitude location near a Lake, Dam, or reservoir.   

2. The Location at altitude decreases the ground distance to altitude to de-stress the 
aerial system. (Although some extra issues have to be considered with the ground 
Station:-  Controlled Atmosphere work spaces etc.  -  Remoteness of the locations  -  Air 
suction, or production of O2 may have to be from lower Altitude). 

3. Ground Station to be powered by Renewable energy. 
4. Use a hollow tubular Kevlar Tether to a staging Hydrogen Balloon. The Kevlar Tether 

will continue up to the 2nd Hydrogen Balloon at full altitude. (In fact, more than 1 
staging Balloon, &/or a string of smaller line support Balloons might be the go!) 

5. A pumping station on the ground pre-heats the Oxygen (from the Air Separation & 
Electrolysis Plants) so that a positively buoyant Gas is pumped up the inside of the 
Kevlar Tether to the Staging Balloon. 

6. There is a Vacuum (pressure differential) in the tube from the open end at terminal 
altitude (Range from Sea Level:  14.7 psi - >1 psi). 

7. At the Staging Balloon, the Gas may have to be re-heated for its journey to the 2nd 
Hydrogen Balloon  where the open ended Tether disperses the Gas to Atmosphere.  

8. The Hydrogen from the Electrolysis Plant is pumped up a 2nd Tether Tube to the  
Staging Balloon for re-charging it.  

9. These Balloons are long term deployments 
10. The Hydrogen would be available for any re-heating of the Oxygen for the 2nd part of 

the journey to terminal altitude, should it be needed. 
11. A second Hydrogen Tether takes H2 Gas to the Top Balloon to keep it re-charged & 

airborne. 
12. Power on both Balloons by Solar Panel & Battery. 
13. Remote Telemetry control from the Ground by wireless. 

 
 
High Altitude Water Sources:   (Source - LakeLubbers.com) 
This list is typical of around 2000 such locations world-wide down to sea level - some high altitude ones shown FYI.   

Lake Name 
Elevation 

in feet  
Lake Description 

Gurudongmar Lake  

(Sikkim, India)  
17,150 

One of the highest elevation lakes in the world and the second-highest in Sikkim province, Gurudongmar Lake is 
nearly inaccessible to the average Indian traveler and officially off-limits to those traveling from a foreign 

country. Located at 17,150 feet, the beautiful lake maintains a milky hue year ...  

Lake Imja  

(Nepal)  
16,417 

Also known as: Imja Tsho 
One lake receiving worldwide attention in the last few years is Lake Imja, Nepal. Also known as Imja Tsho, this 

glacial lake in eastern Nepal lies across the valley that holds the main trekking path to Mount Everest. A product 

of melting ice, Lake Imja is fed by run-off waters from Lhotse Shar, Imja ...  

Tilicho Lake  

(Nepal)  
16,139 

Also known as: Tilicho Tal 

Tilicho Lake isn't the kind of lake you decide to drop by some weekend. The high-altitude lake in Nepal's 

Himalaya Mountains is located at over 16,000 feet near the Tibet border. Surprisingly, a relatively large number 
of visitors arrive here to view the beautiful lake during the summer months. At ...  

Manasarovar  
(Tibet)  

15,060 

Also known as: Mapam Yumco, Manasa Sarovar, Lake Manas, Manasarovar Lake 

One of the most revered lakes on the Tibetan Plateau is Manasarovar Lake. Also called Mapam Yumco (in 
Tibetan) or Manasa Sarovar, this remote lake is considered sacred by at least three major religions in Asia. One 

of the five holy lakes of the Indian Panch-Sarovar, Manasarovar is difficult to get to ...  

Tso Kar  

(Jammu and Kashmir, India)  
14,862 

Also known as: White Lake 

One of the three saltwater lakes in Ladakh region of Jammu and Kashmir, Tso Kar requires a bit of work to visit. 

https://www.lakelubbers.com/gurudongmar-lake-2342/
https://www.lakelubbers.com/lake-imja-2047/
https://www.lakelubbers.com/tilicho-lake-2540/
https://www.lakelubbers.com/manasarovar-2208/
https://www.lakelubbers.com/tso-kar-2565/
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Lake Name 
Elevation 

in feet  
Lake Description 

The lake is very picturesque, its shores covered in salt which gives it the nickname of White Lake. Located over 

100 miles from the nearest city with lodgings, Tso Kar is nonetheless quite ...  

Yamdrok Tso  

(Tibet)  
14,570 

Also known as: Yamdrok Yumtso, Yamdrok Lake 
Yamdrok Tso Lake, one of four holy lakes in Tibet, lies at an elevation of 14,570 feet on the Tibetan Plateau. 

Long hidden from the world by the remote location of this undeveloped country and the secretive nature of both 

Tibetan and Chinese rule, Yamdrok Tso is finally open for tourism. Also called ...  

Pangong Tso  
(Southwest China, China / 

Jammu and Kashmir, India)  

14,270 

Also known as: Pangong Lake 

Sprawled along the border between North India and Southwest China, Pangong Tso is one of the most 

spectacular sights in the Himalayan region of Ladakh, India and the Chinese area of Tibet. Occupying a basin 
between tall peaks, the 172,800-acre lake is located at 14,270 feet elevation and usually appears ...  

Chandra Taal  
(Himachal Pradesh, India)  

14,100 

Also known as: Chandrataal, Chandra Tal, Chandratal 

Chandra Taal. The name evokes visions of a distant and wondrous place, of exotic vistas and a difficult journey. 
Located high in the Himalayas in the Indian district of Lahul and Spiti, Himachal Pradesh, the isolated high-

altitude lake is remote, beautiful and the destination for many journeys. Important ...  

Laguna Colorada  

(Bolivia)  
14,035 

Also known as: Lago Colorado, Red Lake, Red Lagoon 
One of the world's most unique lakes, Laguna Colorada occupies an unusual ecological niche in southwestern 

Bolivia. The nearly 15,000-acre salt lake is less than three feet deep and a brilliant red color due to the variety of 

algae that proliferates in its briny waters. The unusual lake lies within ...  

Lake Waiau  
(Hawaii, USA)  

13,020 

[Full Again: Lake Waiau nearly disappeared, in a shrinking process that extended from 2010 - 2015 with no clear 

explanation. As of September 2015, it is again full.] Tiny Lake Waiau on Hawaii's Big Island is one of the 

highest elevated lakes on the planet. Located at 13,020 feet above sea level, ...  

Karakul Lake  

(Tajikistan)  
12,800 

Also known as: Lake Karakul, Qarakul 

Mysterious, remote and beautiful describes Lake Karakul in the Pamir Region of Tajikistan. The highest lake in 

the country and the highest saltwater lake in Central Asia, Karakul Lake formed from glacial meltwater in the 
crater created by a meteor strike over 25 million years ago. Sheltered by the surrounding ...  

Lake Titicaca  

(Bolivia / Peru)  
12,507 

Located on the border of Peru and Bolivia is the largest freshwater lake by volume in South America, Lake 
Titicaca. With an elevation of 12,507 feet, this million year old lake is also one the world's highest commercially 

navigable lakes. All along the shores are native villages where traces of their ...  

Rangkul Lake & Shorkul Lake  

(Tajikistan)  
12,400 

Also known as: Ozero Rangkul, Ozero Shorkul 
Those with a taste for unusual and somewhat extreme adventure will certainly want to put Rangkul and Shorkul 

Lakes on their list. These two natural, scenic lakes in the Pamir Mountains of Tajikistan are accessible by 4-

wheel drive vehicles. Tajikistan, a country with over 50% of its landmass at over ...  

Tsongmo Lake  

(Sikkim, India)  
12,400 

Also known as: Changu Lake, Tsomgo Lake 

Remote and beautiful describes India's Tsongmo Lake. The high-altitude glacial lake is fed by melting snows 

from the surrounding mountains and is shrouded in local myth and religious observance. Located close to the 
border with Chinese Tibet, the lake lies along the road to Nathu La Pass and border ...  

Mojanda Lakes  
(Ecuador)  

12,250 

Also known as: Lagunas de Mojanda, Caricocha, Yanacocha, Huarmicocha 

A secret just being discovered by visitors to the northern Andes is the Mojanda Lakes. Only a few miles north of 
the equator, the lakes were formed by the collapse of twin volcanoes. Mojanda volcano and Fuya-Fuya volcano 

both exploded between 200,000 and 165,000 years ago, allowing water to collect ...  

Chicago Lakes  

(Colorado, USA)  
11,740 

Also known as: Upper Chicago Lake, Lower Chicago Lake, Idaho Springs Reservoir, Echo Lake, Summit Lake 
One of the more popular destinations within Denver's Mountain Parks system is the trail leading to the Chicago 

Lakes. This Front Range trail centers around 14,240-foot Mount Evans, with a series of scenic alpine lakes set 

within a pristine mountain landscape. Located approximately 38 miles west of ...  

Lagos Chirripo  

(Cartago, Costa Rica / Limon, 

Costa Rica / San Jose, Costa 
Rica)  

11,549 

Also known as: Laguna Grande de Chlrripo, Lago San Juan 

Seldom seen except by dedicated high-altitude hikers, the Lagos Chirripo or Chirripo Lakes are the highest in 

Central America. Located just below the summit of Cerro Chirripo, the series of lakes occupy a small valley high 
above the well-known cloud forest in Costa Rica. From the summit, hikers are ...  

Laguna Quilotoa  

(Ecuador)  
11,483 

Also known as: Lake Quilotoa 

A special treat awaits travelers who venture off the beaten track to visit Laguna Quilotoa. This amazing turquoise 

lake lies in the caldera of a dormant volcano. The last major eruption occurred about 800 years ago, although 

there have been eruption-type events several times since then. The lake lies ...  

Little Echo Lake  

(Colorado, USA)  
11,185 

Also known as: Lake Luena 
One of the prettiest hidden sights on Colorado's Front Range, Little Echo Lake makes visitors work a bit to get 

there. Accessible by a mile=long trail heading into the James Peak Wilderness Area, Little Echo Lake has been 

inspiring visitors to make the effort for well over a hundred years. The little ...  

Echo Lake  
(Colorado, USA)  

10,600 

Echo Lake is one of the Denver metro area's most popular Mountain Parks. Located only an hour west of Denver, 

Echo Lake Park is the only sub-alpine park in the Mountain Park system. Its focal point is 24-acre Echo Lake, 

only a quarter of a mile up the path from the parking lot. Shallow Echo Lake is ...  

Monarch Lakes  

(California, USA)  
10,600 

Also known as: Upper Monarch Lake, Lower Monarch Lake 

Upper and Lower Monarch Lake grace the high elevations of the Sierra Nevada Mountains in Sequoia National 

Park. An elevation climb to 10,600 feet takes you past breathtaking views of Sawtooth Peak, Mineral Peak and 
Mineral King Valley to Upper Monarch Lake. Formed by a dam built in the early 1900s, ...  

Brainard Lakes  
(Colorado, USA)  

10,360 

Also known as: Brainard Lake, Blue Lake, Mitchell Lake, Long Lake, Lake Isabelle 

The Brainard Lakes are some of the most heavily visited lakes along Colorado's Front Range. Five small lakes lie 
within the Brainard Lakes Recreation Area in the east central Indian Peaks Wilderness area of the Roosevelt 

National Forest. Four of the five - Blue Lake, Mitchell Lake, Long Lake and Lake ...  

Lake Quivera  

(Colorado, USA)  
10,305 

Also known as: Lake Quivira 
There is no prettier lake than Lake Quivera in Colorado's Front Range Region. Tucked high into the Rockies west 

of Idaho Springs, Lake Quivera and its twin, Silver Lake, hold some of the clearest water found in the St Mary's 

Glacier area. The lake is relatively unknown as the twin reservoirs are entirely ...  

Meadow Creek Reservoir  9,958 Also known as: Meadow Creek Lake 

https://www.lakelubbers.com/yamdrok-tso-2055/
https://www.lakelubbers.com/pangong-tso-2276/
https://www.lakelubbers.com/chandra-taal-2333/
https://www.lakelubbers.com/laguna-colorada-2147/
https://www.lakelubbers.com/lake-waiau-214/
https://www.lakelubbers.com/karakul-lake-2436/
https://www.lakelubbers.com/lake-titicaca-1022/
https://www.lakelubbers.com/rangkul-lake--shorkul-lake-2477/
https://www.lakelubbers.com/tsongmo-lake-2341/
https://www.lakelubbers.com/mojanda-lakes-2102/
https://www.lakelubbers.com/chicago-lakes-2319/
https://www.lakelubbers.com/lagos-chirripo-2562/
https://www.lakelubbers.com/laguna-quilotoa-2230/
https://www.lakelubbers.com/little-echo-lake-2187/
https://www.lakelubbers.com/echo-lake-2362/
https://www.lakelubbers.com/monarch-lakes-1795/
https://www.lakelubbers.com/brainard-lakes-2257/
https://www.lakelubbers.com/lake-quivera-1377/
https://www.lakelubbers.com/meadow-creek-reservoir-2105/
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World View Enterprises Inc. - 
Instrumentation  
Balloon Rig - 
(note Solar Panel  
array position  
above Gondola). 
   World View use 
a Hydrogen Gas 
system. - (so that 
works). 

Lake Name 
Elevation 

in feet  
Lake Description 

(Colorado, USA)  Meadow Creek Reservoir is a little Colorado lake with a well-deserved reputation as a desirable destination. Only 

50 acres in size, the small reservoir was built in the early 1970s as a water storage reservoir for Denver Water. 

The little reservoir, only 58 feet deep, serves as a collection point for ...  

Lake Tota  

(Colombia)  
9,892 

Also known as: Tota Lake, Lago de Tota, Laguna de Tota 

Spanning almost 15,000 acres, Lake Tota is the largest lake in Colombia. Located in the Andes Highlands, Lake 

Tota lies at nearly 10,000 feet elevation on the eastern slope of the mountain range. For many years, the lake was 
considered sacred to the Muisca culture. Muisca tradition believes the lake ...  

                          
 
 
 

System Schematic & General Configuration:   

                  
                             
  
 
 
 

                                                                                                                                                         Mean Elev.  17 - 20 km  (56-66,000 ft.) 
                                                                                                                                          ( >1 psi) 

                                                                                                                    

 
                                                          
 
                                                Mean Elev.  (30,000 ft.)                                                                           
                                                      (4.36 psi)                                                                                      (Possible line stability &  support Balloons) 
 
 
 
 
 

 
          Winch Station               Mean Elev.  (10,000 ft.)   
                                   (10.1 psi)  (sea level 14.7 +psi)    

 
 
                                                                                                              Gigacrete Inc.  -  Factory Modules                                                50m Ø Fabric Dome -  SHELTER-DOME.COM                    

 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                   Ground Station  -  Controlled Atmosphere Work & Living Spaces 
 
 
 
     
 
                                                                                                         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Functions:     Air Separation  /  Water  Electrolysis  /  Gas Pumping & Heating Station  /  Gas Storage  /  Accommodation  /   
                           Control Room  /  Workshops  /  Stores  /  Winch Station  /  Communications  /  Emergency Services  / Enviro 
                           & Atmospheric  Services  /  Weather Station  /  Transport  /  Renewable Power & Green Services. 

Gondolas:  gross wt.  1500kg 
A similar, but 'pimped' config.  
to the 1935 Explorer ll design.   
eg. the World View Gondola  

https://www.lakelubbers.com/lake-tota-2228/
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 4.0    ENGINEERING 
 

                    To aid credibility / feasibility & for the ease (& to assist) discussion, the use of existing & 
             available Technologies & Investigations in key areas is cited, rather than actual detailed  
             engineering, (which still has to be done).   
                     This then draws from my own 40 years of practical experience in many of the fields  
              canvassed. - The Engineering offered thus tends towards the cursory, but will hopefully  
              provide enough detail to establish the case & context.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            UCAR  -  University Corporation for Atmospheric Research 

4.1      Ground Station 
 The Dome structures, which are key to living at higher altitude do not have to be 

pressurised as such, just to have more air (O2) in the Dome to assist breathing.  
 This means they can still be 'knock-down' style constructions for cost & 

practicality. That still means air lock doors to get in & out of the Domes. 
 At higher altitudes cars will work with some messing around. Electric cars for on-

site would be good. Aircraft aren't a problem (medivac etc.) - Didier Delsalle 
landed a Helicopter on Everest (29,030 ft) in 2005. (Eurocopter AS350 Squirrel).   

 Living at high altitude can be done. (They have Mines in Chile @ 20,000 ft) 
 The Air for the Separator will likely have to come from a suction line to lower alt., 

or the Air Separation has to be at lower altitude with a delivery line to higher alt.   
The vertical distance could be up to 2 miles (10,000+ ft.) - Tangentially speaking;  
A 300 mm (12'') 'poly' (HDPE)  x  2miles+ (3.2 km) line could do it. Smaller if the 
Air is compressed for delivery at the lower altitude. 

 Plenty of scope here for variation. The Ground station could be at lower Altitude 
(5,000 ft.') with the Winch Station at higher altitude. And of course, at lower alt.,  
the domes may not be required - just a small one at altitude at the Winch. 

 
4.2       Balloons 

 Balloon technology exists - Red Bull Challenge & Felix Baumgartner; & Alan 
Eustace both made parachute jumps from around 40 kms up. 

 With Hydrogen as the lift gas - World View Enterprises Inc. in the US has 
developed  commercial technology to 100,000 feet. 

Target Altitude 
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4.3       Gondola 
 If we use the Red Bull example - their Gondola weighed approx. 1500 kg (1.5 

tonnes), so that weight will not be a problem for below 70,000 feet. It may be 
possible to increase that load capacity.  

                                   Examples exist of historical & new-tech Gondolas. Making one fit-for-purpose is  
                                   possible.  (eg. carbon fiber–cyanate ester composites used for making unibody casings for satellites)  
 

4.4       Wind Rose 
 The effect of weather will mean that the Balloons will not just go up vertically. 

The rotation of the Earth, prevailing Winds, Jet Streams etc. will mean that the 
Tether will be at an angle.  

 The angle will depend on the length of the Tether & the horizontal forces at work.  
 For the purpose of this exploration a 20 km long                                 Tether - 20,000 m  

               Tether is proposed.  -  An angle of deviation of         Wind 
                                   32 degrees is available to allow for weather etc. 
                                   to keep delivery inside the lower level of  the                                                          17,000 m 

                                    delivery envelope (17 kms).                                                 32 deg.    ø 
 An individual evaluation & investigation for each 

                      proposed site would have to be undertaken to 
                      fully appreciate the effects of weather on the system. (including buffeting & wind  
                          shear etc. exerting forces on the Tether counter to the other Balloons & main weather direction). 

 
4.5       Gas systems 
4.5.1   O2 

 The Oxygen is the whole point of everything, but many tonnes of head are in 20 
kms of tube, and the weight exceeds the weight limits allowed for the Gondolas. 

 There is a vacuum effect in the tube from the Ground Station to the Head Balloon.   
(Ground - 14.7 psi   /   10,000' - 10.1 psi   /   17 kms -  >1 psi). 

 Positive buoyancy has to be a factor in the Oxygen, & the practical way to do that 
is to heat it with the Hydrogen produced by the Electrolysis unit. 

 The Electrolysis unit operates only to produce Hydrogen sufficient for the 
purposes, (unless a sales opportunity exists for surplus production to cut the costs).  

 Oxygen is pumped from the Ground Station (the rate of flow & heat loss in the tube 
then become critical to maintaining the system balance & flow  -  see Sect. 4.7 Flow). 

 Unless there are extra support Balloons on the Tether to de-stress the system & 
allow for more leeway on the payload weights, which is essentially the Tether & 
its contents, rather than the Gondolas. With more info on specific application 
(bespoke location), that 'sweet spot' would be easily established. 

4.5.2   H2  
 The main purpose of the Hydrogen is to service the Balloons with Gas 
 A diversion value system regulating the gas to each Balloon via management  

modules. With multiple Balloons & Buoys, that could get overly complicated & it's 
all extra weight - (the KISS principle to be applied). 

 The flow rates are low and intermittent & the H2 service Tether-tube does not 
need to be big, & if necessary can operate at higher pressure to deliver volume. 

 Head pressure shouldn't be an issue as its lighter than air.  
 Temperature is also not a factor as the liquefaction temp is around 30 K. (-243 C) 
 There is a possibility the H2 could be used for heating the Oxygen at the Staging 

Balloon if extra buoyancy is required  to reduce O2 head pressure & tube weight. 
(A simple light gauge mini-boiler tube system mounted externally on the Gondola).  

 Ops. H2 distribution to multiple Buoy Balloons could get messy - sticky valves etc. 
 Static Electricity & Hydrogen aren't a good mix - 'Earthing' at the ground Station. 
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4.6       Kevlar Tether 
 The 1st issue is the weight of the Kevlar tether hose. In theory we have 1500 kg to 

play with as that is a Gondola weight we know is possible at the top Balloon.  
 Kevlar weighs 1440 kg/m3, which curiously enough is close to the weight of Felix 

Baumgartner's Gondola. If we use a m3 of Kevlar - a tube 20kms long  could be 
made: 32 Ø tube x 0.5 mm (500 µ) thick 

 We need two(2) tubes - 1 x O2 & 1 x H2. As the Hydrogen is a low volume line it 
can be smaller (less Ø) than the Oxygen line. (Further investigation will be needed 
to find the 'sweet spot'' for the 2 tube sizes; & the relationship needed for the 
weaving of the tethers, or multiple combination tether).  

 If there is a Staging Balloon to support approx. ½ of the 1440 kg, there will be the 
other ½-ish of the 1500 kg for other equipment etc. on the top Balloon. If that 
rule-of-thumb & positively buoyant O2 are used, then with only a small amount of 
Instrumentation at the top Gondola - 200 kgs?  -  the weight saving could go 
towards the Hydrogen line to the top Balloon, as it's a smaller line.    

 As the Staging Balloon is at lower altitude, a heavier Gondola load would be  
               possible. It is already supporting ½-ish of the Tether weight (720 kg); but the size 
               of the 2 x tubes to ground could be bigger. This will assist the tensile strength of 
               the system and the delivery of the gases from the Ground Station.  
               (Particularly with heat loss in the O2 gas & head pressure issues; as insulation  
               materials & trace heat can be considered & other materials added to the weave for  
               enhanced tensile strength & electrical conductivity etc).  

 The next issue will be the breaking strain & tension shock tolerance on the 
Tether. As weather is an unpredictable dynamic, the tension shock factor may be 
severe & a good margin over the actual breaking  tens force would be required.  

 Material Temp. tolerance is well in spec. (has negative expansion co-efficient).  
 More investigation is needed on the technology of the manufacture of the 

material (or composite materials), but on the information supplied by Dupont 
things look possible for one of  K49 / K29 & AP.   (Tables - Dupont Corp.) 

 Kevlar-Teflon Hydraulic hoses are good for 8,000 psi, which is OTT in context, but 
could be a solution for a combo material. (Teflon is good in cold environments). 

 There is also a possibility that a single dual purpose hose could be used.          
(That would mean purging between uses & is dependent on the leakage factor in the 
Balloons & how often topping up is required. There is a safety issue with the 
inadvertent  O2 contamination in the Hydrogen system - to be avoided!) 
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4.7       Flow 
                   For this part of the investigation we will use a single tube, as we know a possible  
              size for sure (32 Ø x 0.5 mm), & that it can meet the length & weight restrictions as  
              they are currently known. (although it's apparent that with some 'argi-bargi' on the  
              Gondola weighs that 2 tubes (different Ø) will be possible up to the top Gondola). 
               
             Calcs. 

 O2  @ 0 deg C  =  1429 kg/m3 
 Vol .  32 Ø tube  x 1m =  0.000804 m3  of  O2 gas.   
 0.000804 m3    x  20,000 m  =  16.08 m3  of O2 in Tether tube. 
 16.08 m3 (568 ft3)  x  1429 kg/m3   =  22,978 kg  (22.978 t) of O2 in Tether tube. 
 6,000,000 t  of  O2   =  6,000,000,000 kg  / 1429 kg /m3  =  4,198,740 m3 of O2  
 4,198,740 m3 of  O2    x   35.3147  ft3/m3   =   1,482,277,256  ft3  of O2 for delivery.  

 
             Flow Rate & Travel Time in the Tether Tube:  
             (unadjusted for Friction, Viscosity or Pressure Drop etc).    

                           @     65 psi    =  100 scfm   =     58.7 m/s    =   341 sec  (5.7    mins)  
                           @   150 psi   =   200 scfm   =   117   m/s    =   171 sec  (2.85  mins) 
                           @   205 psi   =   300 scfm   =   176    m/s   =   114 sec  (1.9     mins) 
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4.8       Brain-storming the  Flow Dynamics:   
                           1.   The issue that now confronts us is how to get the O2 up the tube without  
                           collapsing the system, as there around 26+ tonnes of O2 gas in the tube & it's  
                           marginally heavier than the Air & with different densities as it ascends the Tube.   
 

                            2.   A quick calculation of the flow characteristics under normal circumstances tells  
                            you that the system goes Sonic (choked) & needs some special solutions, even though  
                            it is open to lower pressure at altitude.   
 

 Pressure:  The Kevlar will take all the pressures in the Tube (of the Head Gas, 
Poisson's Effect, the Temp. of the Oxygen, & pressure of the Compressors at the 
Ground Station). 

 Temp: Any operating Temp. in the Tube is well within the properties of the 
Kevlar , or any other material that might be in the Kevlar weave - (both low & 
high temp.).  

 

                                There are too many variables & unknowns just right now (particularly because we  
                           don't have a specific case to investigate) to immediately solve a lot of the issues this  
                           presents, but some of the concerns & observations are listed below. 
                                 

             Hot Air Balloon & Airship Facts:   
                                (Hot Air Balloons & the Airlander 10 Airship have been considered for the Staging Balloon function) 

 A big Hot Air Balloon Volume:  100,000 ft3;  The Tether Tube Volume: 568 ft3. 
 Time to heat Air to Take -off:  3-10 mins. (depending on size of Balloon). 
 Air Temp.  -  Take-off:  99 C    /    In-Flight Climb:  120 C. 
 Re-firing to maintain level flight: short bursts every 12 secs.  

             (longer bursts make for longer gaps between firing). 
 Balloons tend to work better in colder air. (hopefully the Tether Tube will too.) 
 Airlander 10 Airship has a service ceiling of 20,000 ft (currently). 

 
              Buoyancy & Heat Loss of  O2  in the Kevlar Tether Tube:   

 Buoyancy of Oxygen in the Tether at (uniform) 120 C:  +4.33 kg.  (at least it's something) 

            Start temp. of O2 @ Ground Station 120 C;  
 

 Heat loss is est. @  494 w/m  =  15.6 C per minute. 
                est. Heat Loss in Tube over the longest travel time (5.7 mins):  89 C. 
                Temp. @ altitude without re-heating station:  31 C (outside temp. -50 C). 

 

                                          est. Heat Loss in Tube over the shortest travel time (1.9 mins):  29 C 
                Temp. @ altitude without re-heating station:  89 C. (outside temp. -50 C). 

 
              Pressure from the Compressors @ Ground Station.   

 Table (right) shows the max. flows possible in SCFM 
in a standard industrial Compressed Air hose of 
32 Ø (1¼'')  @ the listed pressures. 
 

 Values chosen for this investigation:  
                                              65 psi    =  100 scfm   =    58.7 m/s   
                                            150 psi    =  200 scfm   =  117 m/s      
                                            205 psi    =  300 scfm   =  176 m/s     

 

 Depending on conditions (press. / friction / viscosity, static 

electricity etc.) in the Kevlar Tube, the Flow Rate could 
be doubled:  O2 travel time in the Tube would be half:   58 secs  -  2.84 mins. 

                                             (bear in mind, worst case, the gas velocity is @ 352 m/s  &  9mm Parabellum travels @ 380 m/s). 

Max Rec. Air Flow   
(source - JGB Enterprises) 

PSI  1-1/4" 

 5 27 

10 44 

20 75 

40 135 

60 195 

 80 255 

100 315 

150 460 

200 620 

250 770 
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 Halving the travel time would have a dramatic effect on the heat loss range: 16 C  
to  45 C only. - The est. net O2 temp. in transit of between:  75 C  - 104 C.  

 No re-heat at the Staging Balloon & a lower spec H2 tether Tube. 
                                
                            Vacuum Effect, Bernoulli's Principle & Natural Convection:  

 In the Model, the Tether Tube at the bottom is closed to  
         the Compressor, so the effect of natural convection due  
         to the pressure differential isn't available. The question  
         is, would having it be of any value ? 
 

 Similarly, with a closed bottom on the Tube, the same  
        question has to asked in relation to any Vacuum effect  
         created by the Pressure Differential.   
 

 If one takes an A380 top storey Emergency Slide as an  
        example: To get the amount of Air into it in the specified  
        time can't be done with compressed Air - it is a combination  
        of compressed Air in a Venturi so that ambient Air is drawn  
        into the slide on inflation to increase the volume & inflate  
        the Slide in time. The question again; is having this of any  
        value in the current Model ?   
 

 The Space Elevator:     (could be considered as Method 2B)                                                                     (Wikipedia) 
        Conceived in 1895 by Russian Konstantin Tsiolkovsky; the 
        Space Elevator could also be a useful idea to adapt the above                To Space 
         ideas. If a Duct of super fine material, several metres Ø was 
         suspended from the Elevator, then a mix of O2 Injection & 
         Convection could allow vast amounts of heated Air & O2 to 
         circulate (naturally).  - The Elevator was serious enquiry in 
         20th & 21st cents. The Elevator Tether tech could adapt, &/or                 Gas Flow 
         a Hollow Tether could be another possibility.   
             Re-heat in the Duct could also be possible with H2 Burner     Tether               
         Stations. There are better materials. (Balloon material 3.8 μm thk.   Re-heat Station on a Hoop 
         3mØ x 20km tube, Wt: >1400 kg) - (could be fixed system with other uses).    Attached like a giant 

                                                                                                                                                                                                    Wind-sock on hoops. 

                                                                                                                                                                                  

4.9        Renewable Energy & Sustainable Practice.                                                                   
                     The 1st thing that comes to mind with ''Hop & Pop'' is that the Air Ops is not  
                good for the Environment. Otherwise the rest of that methodology can be sustain-  
                able as detailed for ''Pump & Dump''. 
 
                      Excluding the Air-side Operations above mentioned  -  The Ground-side of  
                ''Hop'' will have the same environmental concerns as the ''Pump'' option, & with 
                roughly the same operational size. Ground Ops. can be Zero Waste & Emissions. 

 Electric site vehicles to be used. 
 Renewable energy from Wind & Solar. (with Battery Back-up) 
 Low voltage systems where-ever possible. 
 Emissions Free - Demountable GCR Waste-2-Energy systems & plant to deal 

with rubbish. (No Landfill, or open-tips of any kind).  
 Conventional Power will be needed for the main Air Treatment plants & Back-

up, where mains power is not available, or unreliable.  - (GCR retro-fits systems 
for Waste Heat recovery & Fuel-from-Emissions units).  

 Completely self-contained closed Sewage Plant at site, which recycles back into 
the AD (digestion) function of the GCR Waste-2-Energy systems.  
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5.0     AIR  SEPARATION  &  POWER 
              5.1      Summary of Delivery Cases for O2 Manufacture: 

1. Let's presume Governments are involved (permitting, funding etc.) so things 
aren't going to go quickly anyway. That's the 1st common factor in both Methods.  

 
2. Let's then presume that we have up to 5 locations world-wide that can give a  

                      good spread for Gas dispersion (& high altitude & water) / & aren't in savage  
                      weather areas  /  or Flight paths etc.  -  & best suited sites for dispersion:  

 North America 
 South America 
 Antarctica 
 FSU (Siberia) 
 Tropical Africa  

              

               Method 1.   -   Hop & Pop 
     1.    This method is not restricted by sites, Aircraft can fly anywhere anytime, so all 
five(5) sites could be concurrent. The restriction is the cost to develop & build them. 

                   2.    One(1) Aircraft is impractical; Ten(10) Aircraft are only practical with larger   
               payload capacity. And then it's still a long time.   
                   3.     Initial Aircraft development time, then the build program should be quicker.   
               As the aircraft would be a derivative of something that exists(ed), it should be easier    
               & cheaper to build, as its not Mil. Spec. (no weapons, fancy avionics, or high spec engines). 
                    4.    As Aircraft become available they would be deployed, until all production has  
               been completed. This will mean a slow start & a quicker finish to the program. 
                    5.    Review time would not apply as it would be covered inside the ops. timeline.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

               The time frame:  
                  Using mean deliver times from Table above .  
                        

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 From these figures, the whole Program is a long term affair.  
 The delivery of Aircraft will be a factor in any Extension-of-time required.  

 

               Total est. Execution Time:  12.2   to   22 years 
 
 
 

                Method 2.   -   Pump & Dump 
                        For the full 6 million tonnes of  O2  & using the delivery rates cited above: 100 -   
               200 - 300 scfm, the (uninterrupted) delivery times, with one(1) Rig operating are: 

  
  Time to complete 6 million Tonnes *            350 days/yr 

p/load t 
 

 5  sorties per   a/c per d/yr   6d - 50 wks 3hr turn-around - 6 d/wk 

net  O2 Sorties** 1 aircraft  10 aircraft 20 aircraft 50 aircraft  100 aircraft  

10 600,000 343 yrs 34.3 yrs 17.1 yrs 6.86 yrs 3.43 
20 300,000 171 yrs 17.1 yrs 8.6 yrs 3.42 yrs 1.71 
30 200,000 115 yrs 11.5 yrs 5.57 yrs 2.3 yrs 1.15 
40 150,000 86 yrs 8.6 yrs 4.3 yrs 1.72 yrs 0.86 
50 120,000 69 yrs 6.9 yrs 3.45 yrs 1.38 yrs 0.69 

  *  spare aircraft not incl.     
**  Sorties (best case) 240k Flight hrs.                                   

    

  
    A/C     

 
Activity 1 10 20 50 100 

1 Delivery Duration -  yrs   14 10.25 4.16 2.06 
2 Project Administrative Set up   2 2 2 2 
3 Develop & Build Aircraft   5 5 5 5 
4 Mobilization   0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
5 De-Mobilization   0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

  Years   22 18.25 12.16 10.06 

6 Review time   0 0 0 0 

  Total   22 18.25 12.16 10.06 
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                                     1.    300 scfm:  1,482,277,256  cf  /  300  =    4,940,924 mins  =   82,348 hrs = 
                                             3431 days =   9.4 yrs    (4.7 yrs)* 
 
                                     2.    200 scfm:  1,482,277,256  cf  /  200  =  7,411,386 mins =   123,523 hrs  =               
                                             5146 days =   14.1 yrs    (7.05 yrs)* 

 
                                     3.    100 scfm:  1,482,277,256  cf  /  100  =   14,822,772 mins =  247,046 hrs  =    
                                             10,293 days =   28.2  yrs    (14.1 yrs)* 

 

              *  If higher flow rates in Kevlar are possible (up to air hose makers spec) - they're half. 
 
               The time frame:  
                  Using mean deliver velocity (200 scfm). 

        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 From these figures, both Programs have similar delivery time-frames. PUMP 
could increase flow rate & halve its delivery time / HOP is still stuck with 
long a/c lead times, & increased a/c numbers don't impact significantly.   

 Two(2), possibly three(3) PUMP Rigs are needed to be moved around the 
different locations, to significantly impact delivery times. Mobilization time 
could be trimmed to 3 months with some practice. 

 After the initial (up to) 4 years setting up the program; ops over 5 locations 
with between 2 - 3 Rigs would take   4.7 - 7.05 years 

 Review time can take place during Rig moves (6 month windows) 
                                  

                Total est. Execution Time:  9.7  - 12.05 years 

 
 
             5.2           Logistics of O2 Manufacture: 
                               

                              The amount of O2 needed for each delivery Case & required to be manufactured is in  
                              the following Table:   
                         

                                               PUMP  Option                                                                                     HOP  Option       

 
 
 
 
 

 Total World Production of  O2:    1,700,000 tpd   
 World's largest production Air Separation plant:    5,800 t/day     
 World's largest Water Electrolysis plant:    1300 t/yr H2  /  10,400 t/yr 02  

  
                              Production: With 'PUMP', needed O2 production capacity is equal to & greater than a  
                              single unit of existing largest production. With 'HOP', existing 'largest' production  
                              units bracket the requirement.  -  Both scenarios are manageable as such.   
                              Production Size:  In real terms, the largest scenario we have represents about 1% of  
                              current world O2 production.                                  

 
Duration in Years            Sites     

 
Activity 1 2 3 4 5 

1 Duration  yrs - number of sites  14.1 7.05 4.7     
2 Project Administrative Set up 2 2 2     
3 Develop & Build Equipment 2 2 2     
4 Mobilization 0.5 0.5 0.5     
5 De-Mobilization 0.5 0.5 0.5     

  Years 18.1 12.05 9.7     

6 Review time 0 0 0     

  Totals @ 100 & 300 flows *     (33.2-14.4) (16.06 - 7.2) (11.06 - 4.74)     

delivery   oxygen   delivery 
 

delivery   oxygen   
scfm t/hr  t/d  tpa years 

 
years t/hr  t/d  tpa 

300 728 17,472 6,377,280 9.4 (4.7) 
 

1.38  (50 a/c) 553 13,275 4,646,250 
200 486 11,664 4,257,360 14.1 (7.05) 

 
3.45  (20 a/c) 222 5,310 1,858,500 

100 243 5,832 2,128,680 28.2 (14.1) 
 

6.9  (10 a/c) 110.6 2,655 929,250 
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                              Water Electrolysis method is only needed for PUMP method:   
 Hydrogen for servicing Balloons (& possible re-heating of transit O2). 
 Hydrogen for Fuel-from-Emissions production for Genset power. 
 Oxygen left over for the 'Purpose'.  

   

                              Air Separation  method is needed for O2 for the Purpose with both methods.  
 The only production req'd for HOP method.  
 Still required as the main stay production for PUMP method. 

 

                             Feasible Oxygen Production: 
 Electrolysis plants are too small for bulk production. 
 For PUMP option, a plant similar to the world's largest would have capacity to 

service Balloon needs for H2, but would fall far short for Fuel reforming for the 
Emissions from the Power function. The Oxygen production is insignificant.  

 Air separation plants (big ones) would have to be built at low altitude in 
strategic places. (Industrial areas: US & Europe & India, or China. / Southern 
Hemisphere: any of  South America, Africa, Australia, or NZ). 

 The biggest prod. need (either method) is 17,472 t/d. & 3 x O2 plants @  
  up to 5800 t/day just covers that, but only at 3 of 5 locations. 

 5 plants (up to 29,000 tpa total capacity), covers all locations & will support proper 
Atmospheric diffusion, & if around heavy industrial areas, other Atmospheric 
benefits in Green House gas mitigation are made the most of.  

  (being in Industrial areas, the plants have a good chance of on-sale at the projects 
end, or moth-balling in case we don't learn any lessons & have to do it again).    

 

                              The  '02' scenario points more towards the HOP. O2 prod. is within that best-case. 
                              (Build time for O2 Plant - 3 yrs.  Also within the set-up time-frame of both methods).  
 
 

6.0     PROJECT TIME FRAME on Best-case DELIVERY Option.  
             Clearly matching Oxygen production to delivery is the  limiting factor for both methods:  

 HOP has the edge as best case can be achieved with the smallest effort, but the Aviation 
cost is against it, even though there is more flexibility in the where & when of the POP. 

 PUMP can be easily met at the lower end of the delivery scenario, but has other 
constraints. The other factors:  

      eg. Risk the use of Hydrogen / Delivery distance of O2 from plant to Ground station as O2     
      prod. is ideally at low altitude / The unknowns of long Balloon deployment at Altitude.   

 
             6.1          HOP & POP: 
                                   If we stay with the context so far, let's use the US B1 Lancer Bomber. It has the  
                             performance (60,000 ft + 60 t payload - its short haul, so not all of the 144,000 lbs  
                             (65.4 t) of fuel weight will be needed), but how practical 
                             is it for 50 t net O2 volume wise ?  Note the size of Personnel.  
 
 
 
 
 

 Liquid Oxygen weights 1142 kg/m3                                                                        (B1 images: FAS, & common source) 
 Liquid Oxygen has a pressure of  724 psi. 
 3 x Gas Pods (2.1m Ø x 4.47m = 15.48m3) = 46.5m3 = 53.1t. (+ 2.3t containers x 3) = 60 t 

                              50 Aircraft (+ spare a/c) would complete delivery in:    1.38 years 
                              20 Aircraft (+ spare a/c) would complete delivery in:    3.45 years 
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                            Matching Oxygen Production to Aircraft:  
                            (50a/c - 1.38 yrs) delivery requires; 13,275 t/d. 2½ x 5800 t/d plants covers that. 
                            (20a/c - 3.45 yrs), 1 x 5800 tpd covers it.  
                                  So do we build less than 5 plants & move them ?  -  The result is based on Aircraft  
                            sorties & how many & where they fly from, that sets the size & number of O2 Plants.            
                            (Time to attack the problem from the other end).  
 
                            Production Data:        

 ea.  a/c delivers 250 t/d. (3 x pods = 53.1 t  x  5 times a day = 265.5 tpd actually proposed) 
 5  x  production plants  - (@ 5800 tpd = 109 pods / day  /  4.55 pods/hr) - would 

be sensible to save moving plants. (Even though HOP prod. max. is 13,275 (rounded) 
13,300 t/d 02 req'd  = 2,660 t/d at ea. plant & not 5,800 tpd). 

                            
                             Concurrent Ops over all 5 Sites: 

 (20 a/c  / 5)..........   4  x  Aircraft  deliver  1,000  tpd.  (needs a smaller O2 plant ?) 
        (50 a/c  / 5).......... 10  x  Aircraft  deliver  2,500  tpd.  (needs a smaller O2 plant ?) 

 
 

                  Flight  Planning   (feasible a/c deployment combinations at each site) 
 

  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
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 34+ 

                                                                                                                             Hours  per Day 

   Pod  Prod. /day     
     Pods  req'd /day   
 Pod  shortfall /day 
 

   Pod  Prod. /day     
     Pods  req'd /day    
  Pod  shortfall /day 
 

   Pod  Prod. /day     
      Pods  req'd /day   
  Pod  shortfall /day 
 

   Pod  Prod. /day     
      Pods  req'd /day    
    Pod  surplus /day 
 

Sorties 
  Activity hrs 

 loading & refuelling 1   

flight time 2   
total 3 
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 From the Flight Plan it is clear that the 5,800 tpd plants are req'd, & don't meet 
the Prod. demands, except for Sites with 5 a/c  at each.  

 As Aircraft delivery will be incremental, less than 5 Sites operating concurrently 
will be more the reality initially, thus other combinations of Aircraft are possible 
& have to be considered:  4, 5, 6, 10, 12, 14 can all work.  

 A/c Groups of 4 & 5 are the only combinations that 5,800 tpd O2 prod. supports. 
 They're combos of 20 a/c. For 50 a/c to work, req's 2,800 tpd more O2 Prod. 

 

 
 
 

  
 

However:  There is an out-of- hours prod. issue working in the all these models.  
 
 With the 4 Aircraft Model there are 10 hours of O2 production out of Flight   

                                      hours. That production allows for 10 hours of ops the next day.  
                                      -  The production during those 10 hours; only ½ of which is needed for the                                        
                                      remaining 5 hours of that day's ops  -  Conversely, only half  the previous nights  
                                      production has to be completed to get ops through the following day. 

         -  That means that a smaller production unit can be built, or the larger one  
         doesn't have to work as hard & has the 7th day idle (maintenance).  

 
 Using 5 Aircraft Groups works for the Flight Plan: There are 9 hours of O2 

production out of Flight hours; allowing for 7 hours of ops the next day. 
                                      -  The 7 hours production the following day provide pods for 6 of the req'd 8  
                                      hours of that day's ops.  
                                      -   Then the cycle continues for the next 6 days of Flight ops. With the 7th day  
                                      reserved for extra O2 prod. for 60 (of the 109 possible) for the extra 2 hours of  
                                      pods required for each day during the next week. (The rest of the 7th day can be  
                                      used for maintenance down-time).   
 

 Using 6 Aircraft Groups also works for the Flight Plan: There are 9 hours of O2 
production out of Flight hours; allowing for 6 hours of ops the next day. 

                                -   The production during those 6 hours of the following day provides pods for 5 
                                     of the remaining 9 hours of that day's ops.  
                                 -   Then the cycle continues for the next 6 days of Flight ops. With the 7th day  
                                      for extra O2 prod. for 109 (of the 120 pods needed) to maintain the Program. 
                                  -  With 11 pods short /week; extra production has to part of the build plan, or  
                                      the last 2 Sorties of the week get scrubbed.    
                                  -  There is no maintenance allowance - unless clawed back by extra prod.  
                                  -   Extra prod. can by building a multiple a train plant instead of a single train.   
                                       Or, but a small plant add-on. Add-on Cost:  us$ 100,000/Site. 

 
                            Conclusions:    

 From the above tables it can be seen that the rate of O2 production is the issue for 
an efficient Flight Plan. With 5 x 5,800 tpd plants running; only max. 20 Aircraft 
can run ops; (in combos of 4,5, or 6 a/c) within O2 production parameters. 

                                       Only the big plant can achieve this, unless large storage & intermittent Ops are  
                                   considered to allow for the production of stocks to be assembled for maintenance   
                                   periods, or so that larger Aircraft  numbers can operate at a single site.   
                                        So we are again narrowed in our approach, unless extensions-of-time are  
                                    acceptable in the Program.  

  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

   1                               
          a/c 2                               
            3 

 
                              

           4 
 

                              
         

  
4.5 ≠ ≠ ≠ ≠ ≠ ≠ ≠ ≠ ≠ ≠ ≠ ≠ ≠ ≠ ≠ ≠ ≠ ≠ ≠ ≠ ≠ ≠ ≠ 109 

  
6 6   6 6   6 6   6 6   6 6                     60 

                          
49+ 

   Pod  Prod. /day     
      Pods  req'd /day    
    Pod  surplus /day 
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 50 a/c combos require substantial extra Oxygen prod. as well as Aircraft cost. 
 5 Aircraft groups can work successfully.  
           Over 4 Sites with 20 a/c as the lead time on Aircraft means that as the other  
      sites come into Ops, the 1st Site (of 5 a/c) operating can finish its cycle & move to  
      the 5th Site. (Provided uniform distribution patterns are to be maintained). 
 6 Aircraft groups can work in similar fashion over 3 Sites with the same overlap 

with production lead on Aircraft (& catering to uniform distribution patterns).  
                                        This has an odd number so there would not be a need to build spare Aircraft as  
                                   there are 2 available for both 20 & 50 a/c combinations. (but not if the 30 a/c  
                                   combination (6 a/c  x 5 locs.) are used).   
                                        The less number of Ops Aircraft means modest extensions-of-time. 

 50 Aircraft spread over 5 Sites = 10 Aircraft at each. Over 4 Sites lends itself to 12 
& 13  x  Aircraft combinations. (But where is the O2 coming from?  -  A 2nd Plant is 
needed at each Site.) 

 30 Aircraft in Groups of 6 have the same maintenance & Oxygen supply issues as 
do 50 a/c combos. 

 
                 Air  Hours 

                            Best case flying hours: 120,000 Sorties x 2 hrs flight time.  
                            Total: 240,000 hrs + est. transit & other hours: 10,000 hrs. 
                             =  250,000 flying hours for the Project:  
 

                              
 
 
                             Well within Service life & Maintenance regimes.                                      
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          (FAS - Federation of  American Scientists) 

 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
             6.2         PUMP & DUMP: 

      PUMP O2 prod. req'd  is  5,832;   11,664;   17,472 t/day for the different flow rates    
 here in context. Building 2 & 3 Oxygen Plants at each site, building obscenely big    
 ones, or moving them is unreasonable. (Just as it would be for POP method with larger   
 a/c combinations). 
 Only the low flow of 100 scfm (5,832 tpd) is practical to entertain for PUMP. 

Oxygen production constraints are the limiting factor.   
 Unless a high volume Space Elevator system is used - then the number of O2 prod.   

units at the ground station isn't so heinous. But then there may be a limit on the 
number of Ground Stations possible as it is conditional on Elevators. 

 
 

             6.3         POWER: 
                                   Power for most of the every-day things in either method can be catered for with  
                            Renewables - we are only talking about a few Mega-watts. 
 
                                   The main Power requirement is for Oxygen production. That could come from the                     
                             Grid, or from Own Power, or a mix of the two.  
 
                                   In the case of Own Power, GCR (UK) has systems for Waste-2-Energy & other  
                             Renewables for the running of the various Sites. 
 
                                   GCR also has Emission Tech & Synthetic Fuels Tech for ''greening'' conventional  
                             Power generation. This supports the ''Green cred'' in Section 4.9 & should be  
                             considered as the conventional Power requirements are as follows: 

Flying Hours Aircraft hours ea. 

250,000 20 12,500 
250,000 30 8,334 
250,000 50 5,000 
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 A worst case of 550 mw of power could be required. 
 The most likely case will still require 500 mw.  (100mw @ each site) 

               
                                   Such an endeavour is of National significance anywhere it would be build. It  
                             would be in the interests of everybody to see this as a ''green'' endeavour, that can  
                             then be on-sold, preferably after a shorter service life in its original Purpose. 
 
 

7.0     COST               
                     The  OPEX  &  CAPEX estimates are only indicative; ball-park; guestimation; what-ever  
               you want to call them just for the sake of getting a sense of scale for the endeavour. 
 

              7.1          HOP & POP: 
 
                                            CAPEX Range 
       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                             OPEX  Range  (over 4 yrs) 
 

       

 

 

 

                                                CAPEX  over 4 year life of Project:     us$   20,274,000,000 
                                                   OPEX  over 4 year life of Project:    us$   10,807,000,000 
               

                                                        US Defence Budget 2018:    us$ 639,000,000,000  
                                      Project % of that (both Capex & Opex):    4.9 %    (to save the Planet)  
 
 
 

item qty MW 

World's largest Water Electrolysis Plant 1 10 
  5 50 

World's largest Air Separation Plant 1 100 
  5 500 

    
  total millions us$ 

 
activity 

us$ 
million qty min. max. 

 
GENERAL         

1 Admin,  Set-up, PR, Lobby, Gov. Etc. 50   50 50 
2 Premises (all types), Vehicles, Equipment, Comms. 75   75 75 

  AVIATION         

3 Air-side Facilities & Equipment 500   500 500 
4 Aircraft re-design (FEED) 250   250 250 
5 Aircraft Cost  -  (its not ,mil spec !! )  350 20 7,000   

    350 50   17,500 
6 Oxygen Pods 0.04 75 3   

      220   8.8 

  OXYGEN  PRODUCTION         

7 Water electrolysis Plant (fuel reforming on power plant) 24 1 24            120 
    24 5   

 8 Air Separation Plant (5,800 tpd)  250 1 250   
    250 5   1,250 
9 Bulk Oxygen Storage 6 1 6   

    6 5   30 

  POWER         

10 Green Gas Turbine (CCGT - 100 mw)  100 1 100   
    100 5   500 

    
8,248 20,274 

   
     project duation 

   
   total millions us$ 

 
activity unit us$ min. max. 

 
GENERAL       

1 Fixed Costs   25 100 

 
AVIATION       

2 Ground-side Costs   25 100 
3 Aircraft Cost    40,000/hr 10,000 10,000 

  OXYGEN  PRODUCTION       

4 Air Separation Plants  (5,800+ tpd) 50/ton 300 300 

  POWER       

5 Gas Turbine (CCGT - 100 mw)  70/mw 62 307 

      10,412 10,807 
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               7.2           PUMP & DUMP: 
 

                                           CAPEX Range 
 

    
  total millions us$ 

 
activity us$ million qty min. max. 

 
GENERAL         

1 Admin,  Set-up, PR, Lobby, Gov. Etc. 50   50 50 
2 Premises (all types), Vehicles, Equipment, Comms. 75   75 75 

  AVIATION         

3 Air-side Facilities & Equipment 50   50 50 
4 Balloon Systems design (FEED) 30   30 30 
5 Balloon system  Cost    40 1 40   
    350 5   200 

  OXYGEN  PRODUCTION         

6 Water electrolysis Plant 24 1 24   
    24 5   120 
7 Air Separation Plant (5,800 tpd)  225 1 250   
    225 5   1,300 
8 Bulk Oxygen Storage 6 1 6   
    6 5   30 

  POWER         

9 Gas Turbine (CCGT - 100 mw)  100 1 100   
    100 5   500 

    
625 2,430 

                                            

                                             OPEX  Range  (over 10 yrs) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                CAPEX  over 10 year life of Project:    us$   2,430,000,000 
                                                   OPEX  over 10 year life of Project:    us$       957,000,000 
               

                                                        US Defence Budget 2018:    us$ 639,000,000,000  
                                      Project % of that (both Capex & Opex):    0.55 %    (to save the Planet)  
 
 
 

CONCLUSION:      
           

        The Methods of Delivery: 
1. HOP  &  POP 
2. PUMP  &  DUMP 

A. Balloon System 
B. (Space Elevator) 

 
 

The main two(2) different methods discussed have their own ±'s.  
C.  
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
     project duration 

  
    total millions us$ 

 
activity min. max. 

 
GENERAL     

1 Fixed Costs 25 100 

 
AVIATION     

2 Ground-side Costs 25 100 
3 Balloon Systems Costs 15 150 

  OXYGEN  PRODUCTION     

4 Air Separation Plants (5,800+ tpd) 300 300 

  POWER     

5 Gas Turbine (CCGT - 100 mw)  62 307 

    427 957 

  
                                       Method 

 
Activity HOP PUMP 

1 Cost Substantially More Substantially Less 
2 Time Frame Quickest Slowest 
3 Proven Concept More So Less So 
4 Mobility More Less 
5 Flexibility in Delivery More  Less 
6 Complexity of supporting Infra-structure Less So - Infra-structure More So - Infra-structure 
    More So  -  Aviation Less So - Aviation 
7 Fragility of Engineering Less So More So  
8 Complexity of Engineering More So Less So 
9 Size of supporting Infra-structure Less Needed More Needed 

10 Sustainability Less so (A/C Emissions) Can be 100%   
11 LeadTime in Operations Longer (by 2 years) Shorter 
12 Ease of Mobilization Easier Less Easy 
13 Revenue Opportunities only on sale of assets only on sale of assets 
14 Easy to Repeat good good 
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                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              (Wikipedia) 
 
 
      Best-case  Delivery  Options: 

 5  x  5,800 t/day Oxygen Production.  
 @ 5 x Locations   -   (3 x Nth. & 2 x Sth. Hemispheres). 
 20 Aircraft (Groups of 6) for HOP & POP. (with extra O2 prod. capacity in the build).  
 100 scfm flow rate for PUMP  &  DUMP. 

 
 
       Revised Timeline:   (on Best-case Delivery) 
 
 
 
 
 
                
 
 
 
 
 
 
      
Revised Cost Estimate:   (on Best-case Delivery) 
 

 
  us$ million    US defence 

Method CAPEX OPEX Total  budget  % 

HOP  &  POP  (20 a/c) 8,248 10,412 18,660 2.9 

PUMP  &  DUMP 2,430 957 3,387 0.53 

 
 
 
 Thank-You for your Interest  &  Consideration. 
           Note:     This is a Discussion Paper - Referencing has been confined to Copyright issues - Apologies if anyone has been missed.  
                            This is a Discussion Paper - The purpose is to generate discussion & create interest - not to be pedantically correct on every detail. 
                            The content can be checked easily enough on-line.   
                                 -  References to GCR ''green'' Technologies (Emissions, Fuel, Power, Renewables & Project Services) can be viewed on our website,  
                                     on my Linked in Page, or by contacting me direct on the email supplied.  
                                 -  Similarly, comments can be directed via the same.   
 

-----oo0oo----- 

 
HOP  &  POP 1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10   11   

1 Project Set-up                                             

2 Equipment Build                                             

3 Aviation Design & Tooling up                                             

4 Aviation Roll-out  (8 a/c per yr)                                             

5 Mobilization                                             

6 Execution                                             

7 Demobilization                                             

 
PUMP  &  DUMP                                             

1 Project Set-up                                             

2 Equipment Build                                              

3 Balloon Design & Build (& test)                                             

4 Mobilization                                             

5 Execution  (5 x Rigs)                                             

6 Demobilization                                             

India, or 
   China 
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   America 

   Europe,  
     

 Southern  
   Brazil  Australia 

India, or 
   China 


